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Record response
for Global Berry
Congress
Total of 580 people from 50 countries join
37 exhibitors and 50 speakers for 'hugely positive' berry industry event
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approach as to whether we can remove

New possibilities

packaging for certain products,” she
explained. “Our research shows that
consumers will link compostable packaging
to the grower and therefore will think
about organic product and how you can
produce something in a natural
environment and reduce plastic.”
She added: “Within that we feel there is
great potential for organic berries and
other organic produce, but also we need to
be realistic that berries need to be
transported on a global level from lots of
different sources around the world to
supply our shelves and within that there
needs to be a period of trials and
adjustment as to how it can work on a
global level.
“Step one is how can you be recyclable, step

Commenting on the event itself, Fruitnet’s
editorial director for Europe Mike Knowles

The event also heard about the potential
for new commercial channels to provide a
way of boosting demand for fresh berries.
Amy Lance, head of new business
development at UK company Berry
Gardens, pointed to vending machines,
gyms, pop-up health food stores and meal
kit services as possible but challenging
alternative routes to market that were not
yet being fully exploited.
“There are diverse models where

said: “This latest Global Berry Congress
represented a really great moment for the
international soft fruit business. The fact
that so many people from all over the
world came together to find ways of
improving what is an already highly
successful category, I think that’s a hugely
positive sign.”
Further coverage of Global Berry Congress
2019 will be published on Fruitnet.com and
in Eurofruit Magazine’s May 2019 issue.

distribution is not consolidated – this is at
once challenging and a great opportunity,”
she said. “One of the biggest issues that we
face is how to maintain good shelf-life and
stock rotation. Solving this is by no means
simple but it can be done.”

two is how can you remove all the bad
plastics, and then how can you eliminate
plastics.”
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